
Date of Training:  ____________________ 

Lesson Category:  Bonus Material

Lesson Title:  How to Be a Success Story in  Recruiting

Student Materials/Activities:
1. Students were instructed to listen to the audio “How to Be a Success Story in Recruiting.”
2. Students were instructed to complete the Sales Success Worksheet.

Learning Objectives:
1. To identify and discuss six powerful affirmations that will help recruiters work toward full accountability.
2. To define what it means for a recruiter to exercise emotional maturity.
3. To have the participants discuss their experiences and observations regarding  personal accountability and emotional maturity in
the recruiting world.

Lesson Outline: 
1. Identify and discuss six powerful affirmations that will help recruiters work toward full accountability.

a. I will assume full responsibility for all of my own actions with every lead or applicant.
b. I will assume full accountability for my own recruiting results – both good and bad.
c. I will not blame others, conditions or circumstances for any lack of success I may have.
d. I will learn to compartmentalize my failures, move past them and concentrate on positive, productive activities.
e. I will never allow any failure to become a part of my permanent record of feelings, actions or self-worth.
f. I will work with other team members to deliver positive results and totally enthusiastic applicants

2. Define what it means for a recruiter to exercise emotional maturity.
a. People who are willing to assume responsibility, rise to the level of authority given to them and then hold themselves

accountable for whatever level of success or failure they experience.
b. It is also the ability to objectively analyze situations, clearly determine the cause of failure, course correct, if necessary, move

on and learn from the error so it doesn’t happen again, and then face the next lead or applicant with a positive expectation.

3. Using the Sales Success Worksheet and the discussion questions on page two of the Manager’s Meeting Guide, conduct a guided
discussion where the participants discuss their views on personal accountability and emotional maturity and how they’ve seen those
two concepts played out successfully and unsuccessfully in the recruiting world.
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